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M. A. Massengale 
Vice Chancellor 
Facilities, Staff Benefit State 
The people of Nebraska have been fortunate, over 
the years, to have within the Institute of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources a dedicated and highly qualified 
faculty. 
The work of our agricultural scientists, for instance, 
has been responsible in large part for the tremendous 
growth we have witnessed in agricultural productivity 
and efficiency. Research projects in recent years have 
returned to the Nebraska economy, annually, over 50 
times the average annual state funding for research. 
Implementation of the technologies based on research 
have made Nebraska a major agricultural state. 
The past and potential achievements of our scientists 
are not unknown outside the University and outside the 
state. During one week in April, for instance, three 
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nationally-known agricultural scientists were on our 
Lincoln campus to participate in IANR activities, 
primarily the dedication of our new plant science facil-
ity. Drs. Glenn Burton of USDA's Coastal Plains Station 
in Georgia, Arthur Kelman of Wisconsin's Plant 
Pathology Department, and Jules Janick of Purdue Uni-
versity came to Lincoln to add their support and en-
couragement, not only for the completion of the new 
facility, but also for IANR programming of the past and 
the future. All three are members of the National 
Academy of Science. 
The completion of Plant Science Hall greatly en-
hances the potential for continued agricultural de-
velopment in Nebraska. The day has long passed when 
minimal facilities and equipment were all that were 
needed for scientists to produce. Today, the pursuit of 
scientific research, the education of our young people, 
and the continuing education of our farmers and ran-
chers through extension, requ ire facil ities and equ ip-
ment that our forefathers didn't even imagine. The 
complexities necessary for adequate levels of food and 
fiber production in the future demand scientific inves-
tigation and education today that is equally complex. 
Plant Science Hall adds a new dimension to our 
abilities to conduct teaching, research, and extension 
activities. But as we move toward the next century, 
other facility needs will have to be met. We need to 
complete our animal science complex, a head-
quarters building at the Mead Field Lab, and a number 
of additions to our district stations and the School of 
Technical Agriculture at Curtis. In addition, numerous 
renovations are needed on East Campus and at district 
stations for energy conservation and safety purposes, as 
well as for further program development. 
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Questions and Answers On 
By John Defrain and 
George Rowe 
Divorce, the official end to a mar-
riage, is a topic of great interest and 
concern for most of us. It is an al-
most commonplace event in our so-
ciety today, so common that few of 
us probably could say that we have 
not been directly or indirectly af-
fected by divorce in the recent 
past-whether our own divorce or 
that of a friend or loved one. 
As professionals who study di-
vorce to gain a better understanding 
of the phenomenon, we are con-
tinually questioned on the subject. 
The inquiries come in many forms, 
but often boil down to four basic 
questions: 
• Why do people divorce? 
• Why has the divorce rate in-
creased in the recent past? 
• Is divorce a good thing or a bad 
thing? 
• How can divorce be prevented? 
These questions are quite simple 
to pose; their answers are much 
more difficult to come by. In this ar-
ticle, based on a rich tradition of re-
search nationwide and our own 
stud ies sponsored by the I nstitute of 
AgricultUre and Natural Resources 
we'll aim at providing some an~ 
swers, or, at least some perspectives 
on divorce to keep in mind when 
you are confronted with it in your 
daily lives. 
Why Do People Divorce? 
"My marriage is not going to be 
like my parents' marriage." How 
many times as educators have we 
heard that statement? Often what the 
students are saying is, "Gee, they 
just don't have any romance left." 
And, of course parents usually don't 
have much romance left when faced 
with solving realistic problems. 
Electricity, no; a rational and sound 
basis for a relationsh ip, yes. I n fact, 
ask a random sample of married 
couples if they are happy with the 
arrangement, and two-th irds to 
three-fourths will say yes. The aver-
age marriage is a satisfactory one. 
The high expectations young 
people have for marriage is both a 
boon and a bane. Boon in the sense 
that no one would get married if it 
didn't offer a lot of exciting pros-
pects. But, high expectations most 
often smash up against the reality of 
marriage. When this happens, 
spouses often blame themselves or 
each other for the boredom tension 
anger, or dissatisfaction. They fail t~ 
realize that a good marriage does 
not always mean excitement. 
Marriages have always been faced 
with a tremendous number of 
pressures. jobs, for one, compete for 
spouses' attention; long working 
hours, odd working hours, having to 
pick up stakes and move-all dif-
ficult issues that couples must con-
front. Closely related are money 
troubles. In-law and out-law dif-
ficulties come up often, also. Few of 
us real ize ahead of time that mar-
riage links not only two people but 
two families, usually very different. 
Since sex today is supposed to be 
enjoyable for both men and women 
it often becomes a problem area i~ 
many marriages. The average male 
achieves orgasm in three to five 
minutes; the average female in five 
to ten minutes of sexual intercourse. 
What chance is there, then, for a 
wife to be completely satisfied dur-
ing sex? A good "guesstimate" is 
about one in three, according to sex 
researchers Kinsey, and Masters and 
johnson. 
And, we shouldn't forget the in-
fluence of children on marital satis-
faction. The advent of kids means 
that the couple will have much less 
time for each other; commonly, 
Mom will be overwhelmed with the 
children, while Dad is pulled deeper 
and deeper into his job (of course, 
dual career families have their own 
unique problems which can con-
tribute to divorce). When we ask av-
erage couples how much time they 
actually have to talk with each other 
each week about their lives, they say 
maybe ten to thirty minutes. 
One professional's wife described 
it so well: "We saw each other for 
ten minutes this week at 
McDonald's. just enough time for a 
cold hamburger and a wet goodbye 
kiss." The image of both spouses 
staked out on top of anthills being 
chewed by many beings from many 
(Continued on next page) 
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different directions in many different 
places comes to mind. 
The marriage thus becomes the 
focal point for all of these pressures. 
We can't yell at our boss, and our 
kids can't yell at their teachers; so, 
the home, for better or worse, be-
comes the ventilation arena. One in 
six famil ies may experience physical 
violence behind closed doors each 
year in the U.S., according to a re-
cent nationwide study, funded by 
the National Institute of Mental 
Health. 
Given all these pressures, and the 
fact that most of us don't talk openly 
about family troubles, it is easy for us 
to bel ieve that "the grass is always 
greener." We tend to think that our 
family's problems are unique; that 
we're the only ones with troubles. 
Of course this is nonsense. One of 
the greatest secrets of the twentieth 
century is that all people have trou-
bles in life. We know this in our 
heads, but not deep down inside. 
It is a wonder to us, then, that 
given all these pressures families 
hold together so well. 
Why Has the Divorce Rate 
Increased in the Recent Past? 
First of all, by almost any measure 
of the divorce rate, it has increased 
tremendously. For example, U.S. 
Census Bureau statistics show the 
number of divorces in the state of 
Nebraska jumped 100.7 percent 
between 1968 and 1978. Of course, 
a lot of baby-boom babies were get-
ting married during that time; but 
even taking that into account, the 
increase has been tremendous. The 
ratio of divorced persons to those in 
intact marriages doubled in the same 
period. And, in the past five years or 
so, there have been roughly two 
million marriages each year in the 
U.S. and one million divorces. Lin-
coln, Nebraska, is just average in 
this sense: two marriages each year 
for every divorce. 
What has happened? For starters, 
let's go back in history. Before 
World War I, the U.S. had a more 
restricted dating system. Older 
people can well remember parlor 
courti ng. After the war, increased 
affluence and widespread owner-
ship of automobiles brought with 
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them new freedom and mobility. 
Kids were out tooling around on 
backroads by themselves, outside of 
parent's influences. The young 
people thus had more of a say in 
whom they dated, and subsequently, 
in whom they married. And, it is 
well known that in less modern cul-
tures where parents I iterally arrange 
marriages, the divorce rate is rela-
tively low. Free choice means not 
only the freedom to make a good 
choice, but also a poor one. 
Clergymen in Eastern Nebraska 
tell us that many of those they marry 
today are pregnant. A "shotgun" 
wedding is not necessarily a good 
beginning for a lasting marriage. 
In the past decade or two, 
additional factors have influenced 
the divorce rate. Besides more free-
dom of choice, which has increased 
so tremendously in this century, the 
Sixties and Seventies have brought 
us other factors. 
There is more opportunity to di-
vorce. California on January 1, 
1970, opted for no-fault divorce. In 
essence, the guilty and innocent 
parties do not have to be named. 
This is quite realistic, for in many di-
vorces it is most difficult to find the 
offender and the victim. In divorce, 
as in many other aspects of life, it 
often takes "two to tango." Many 
other states including Nebraska have 
gone the no-fault direction, making 
it easier for those in unhappy mar-
riages to call it quits on the basis of 
irretrievable or irremediable break-
down of the relationship. 
The church has also become more 
tolerant of divorce in the recent past. 
Cathol ics, for example, are no 
longer excommunicated for divorce, 
though the Pope recently made it 
very clear that divorce is in no way 
to be condoned; and Catholics can-
not be remarried in their church. 
Church remarriage is commonplace 
for Protestants. One minister in 
Omaha noted that in the past year he 
has remarried more people than he 
has married for the first time. 
There are more opportunities to 
remarry or stay single. One-third of 
all adults today are currently not 
married. This is a large pool from 
which a divorced person can pick a 
new spouse if they wish. The num-
bers of women in the work force has 
increased tremendously in the past 
decade; women now have more 
economic freedom and can get out 
of an unhappy marriage with a sense 
of security in knowing a job is a real 
possibility. 
There is greater stress on the mar-
ital bond. Many traditional family 
functions have diminished. Care of 
young children can be left to profes-
sionals, if people choose. House-
keeping can easily be purchased. 
The welfare system provides eco-
nomic support if necessary. Even 
sexual functions can be easily co-
opted by people outside the family. 
A new emphasis on personal de-
velopment and individualism has in 
many cases been carried to the ex-
treme. Commitment, essential to 
healthy marriages, is often de-
meaned. Marriage is often equated 
with being "tied down" and the 
single life-style often equated with 
"having fun." Both stereotypes are 
unreal istic. 
Is Divorce a Good or a Bad Thing? 
Both. Divorce is a good thing in 
the sense that it is a safety valve for 
troubled marriages. If we as a society 
were to reinstitute laws making 
marriage "forever," we would run 
the risk of locking people into misery 
and violence that would be uncons-
cionable. Furthermore, if you asked 
the divorced themselves whether it 
was a good or bad thing about three 
or four years after the smoke cleared, 
75 percent will say all in all it was a 
good thing. The major reason is be-
cause most people remarry (about 
80 percent), and more than 60 per-
cent of these second marriages last. 
Most people, thus have evidently 
traded an unhappy marriage for a 
new happy marriage. 
But, divorce, paradoxically, is a 
bad thing also. Most people, when 
asked about a year or so after the 
divorce, will note that the whole 
thing was most unfortunate. They 
bel ieve it could have been avoided if 
they would have known more about 
marriage. They felt they should have 
stuck it out. 
In effect, marriage isn't fail ing 
people. People are failing marriage. 
By lacking commitment and will-
ingness to try-really try-they 
sabotage the marriage in advance. 
We expect the perfect marriage, the 
perfect spouse. Instead, we get old 
George. And across the fence the 
grass is always greener than old 
George, causing us to give up, in 
many cases too soon. 
Unfortunately, professionals don't 
know when one should give up be-
cause it's hopeless and when one 
should keep on trying. There's no-
thing in our crystal ball that tells us 
how to measure the time accurately. 
How Can Divorce Be Prevented? 
There is no sure preventive ap-
proach for any of today's problems. 
But we firmly bel ieve that education 
is important. Classes in marriage and 
family relationships are very useful; 
and going to school to learn about 
parenting and other human relation-
ships training can be extremely be-
neficial. 
New approaches for couples in 
marriage encounter and marriage 
enrichment can also improve mar-
riages. Pick your teachers carefully, 
of course. Often the major goal of 
the programs is to give people a 
realistic picture of what marriage is 
like-the good and the bad are both 
present in normal marriages. Small 
groups of couples share the ideas 
and tips that have proven helpful 
trying to cope in a modern marriage. 
Marriage enrichment only works 
for couples who still have more love 
for each other than hate; or more 
love than indifference. For those 
who are farther down the track, a 
marriage and family counselor might 
help. But counselors can't salvage 
any marriages that the partners 
themselves don't really want to save. 
This is why marriage and family 
counselors often jokingly refer to 
themselves as divorce counselors 
(and some aren't joking at all). 
The best advice yet: commit to 
each other, and work like crazy to 
keep that commitment. This means 
not only an emotional commitment, 
but a commitment of time and effort. 
Some people like to recite the tired 
notion that" it's not the quantity of 
time you spend, it's the quality." 
Nonsense. It's both quality and 
quantity. Twenty minutes of good 
conversation with a spouse is twice 
as good as ten minutes of good con-
versation. The pressures of the world 
pull spouses apart so smoothly and 
silently that they often don't even 
see what is happening. 
As teachers, then, we feel com-
pelled to give an assignment to our 
married readers: Take your spouse 
on a date each week. Do something 
for fun together. Go to a movie. Go 
out to eat. Dig dirt in the garden. 
Paint the garage. Go shopping 
downtown. Go canoeing on the 
Niobrara. Whatever you both find to 
be enjoyable, do it together. Com-
panionship is a treasured value for 
couples. 
When the fun goes out of mar-
riage, its spirit cannot be far behind. 
o 
JOHN DEFRAIN and GEORGE ROWE are associ-
ate professors, Human Development and the 
Family, University of Nebraska. DEFRAIN also 
holds a research appointment with the Ag-
ricultural Experiment Station, Institute of Ag-
riculture and Natural Resources, UNL. 
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~G-S~~ ~~F:r.. R.Yt.l ~u~~ll l~\I'· t~ Vegetable·huit Cmup (Ba<ic) 
;- I r l .. Four bas ic servings da il y incl ud ing one good vitam in C source each day. ~ ~ A lso, freq uently include deep-ye llow or dark green vegetables (for v ita mi n 
~-00up- "  ....., A) and unpee led fruits and vegetab les and those w ith edible seeds, such as 
","8 8~ . Il ' 
""'P' ... ".' ~ ",- .I /~ .. " berri es (for f iber). 
]FATS 
SWEffS 
" >' . .. ...,~~ Count as a serv ing V2 cup (120 m l) or a typi ca l portion- one oran ge, half 
, .~--; 4 a medi um grapefruit, etc. 
~, 
Bread-Cereal Group (Basic) 
Four bas ic se rvin gs da il y. Select only w hole-grain and enri ched o r fo rtifi ed 
products. (But include some w ho le-grain bread or cerea ls for sure.) Check 
Milk-Cheese Group (Basic) 
Bas ic se rv ings daily: (Based on 8-o unce (2 40 ml ) serv in gs of fluid milk) 
Child ren under 9: 2-3 serv ings 
Chil dren 9-12: 3 servings 
Teens: 4 se rvings 
Adults: 2 servings 
Pregn ant women: 3 servin gs 
Nursing mothers: 4 servin gs 
Count o ne cup (240 ml ) of milk as a servin g. Common portions of some 
dairy prod ucts and their milk equivalents in calc ium are: O ne cup (2 40 m l) 
of pl ain yogurt equals on e cup (240 ml ) of milk ; one oun ce (28 g) of cheddar 
or sw iss cheese equals 3/4 cup (180 ml ) mi lk. 
Meat, Poultry, Fish and Beans Group (Basic) 
Two ba sic serv ings da il y . 
Count 2-3 (56- 84 g) ounces of lean, cooked mea t, pou ltry, or fish w ithout 
bones as a servin g. One egg, Y2 to 3,4 cup (120-180 m l) coo ked dry beans, 
dry peas, soybea ns or lentil s, 2 tablespoon s (3 0 ml) peanut butter, and % to 
V2 cup (60 to 120 m l) nuts, sesa me seeds, or sunflower seeds coun t as one 
o unce (2 8 g) of meat, poultry, o r fi sh. 
Fats, Sweets, Alcohol Group (Caution) 
In general, the Jl110unt of these food s to use depends on the number of 
Ik~-, ca lor ies required . It's a good idea to concentrJte first on the calorie- plus-
nutrients foods pmv ided in the o ther gro ups as the bas is of J dail y d iet. 
Hassle-Free Guide to a Better Diet 
Five Groups Aid in Wise Food Choices 
By Harriet Kohn 
Ever since Eve offered Adam fruit 
from the forbidden tree, people have 
been tempted to overindulge in 
foods that are not "good" for them. 
Unfortunately, these foods are not 
fru its and vegetables but fats, sugars 
and alcohol. 
A new food guide, published by 
the USDA, called "The Hassle-Free 
Guide to a Better Diet" calls atten-
tion to our overindulgences by add-
ing a fifth group to the traditional 
four food groups, called "Fats, 
Sugars and Alcohol." 
Food guides translate nutrition 
needs into recommendations for 
foods to be eaten. Many of us are 
familiar with the "Basic Four Food 
Guide" which was published in 
1957. A comparison of the "Basic 
Four" and "The Hassle-Free Guide 
to a Better Diet" shows the first four 
groups in each are almost alike. In 
the more recent "Hassle-Free" one, 
the order and some of the titles of the 
first four groups are changed and a 
fifth group is added. 
Why change from four food 
groups to five? There was criticism of 
the four basic food groups in that 
they did not tell the whole n utri-
tiona I story. More than 50 percent of 
the caloric intake was coming from 
fats, sugars and alcohol, but little 
mention was made of these in the 
"Basic Four Food Guide." It did 
suggest that "other foods" in addi-
tion to the Basic Four could be eaten 
to meet energy needs. 
In the "Hassle-Free Guide to a 
Better Diet" the first four groups are 
basic or "protective" foods. The fifth 
group-Fats, Sweets and 
Alcohol-is a caution group. Sugars 
supply calories (four per gram) and 
little else in the way of nutrients. Al-
cohol, often classified as a drug 
rather than a food, has seven 
calories per gram of pure alcohol 
and little or no nutrients. Fats con-
tain nine calories per gram, over 
twice the amount of calories in car-
bohydrates and protein. Butter and 
fortified margarine supply vitamins 
A and D. Many vegetable oils are 
good sources of vitamin E and of 
polyunsaturated fatty acids. Fats in 
general, though, are not nutrient 
dense, as only small amounts of nu-
trients are present in relation to the 
high amount of calories they con-
tain. 
The Food Groups 
The Vegetable-Fruit group is 
listed first to give it greater emphasis. 
This group is rich in vitamins, min-
erals and fiber, yet relatively low in 
calories. Fruits and vegetables do 
not contain cholesterol and almost 
all are very low in fat. With all its 
virtues, Americans tend to eat too 
little from this group. 
The Bread-Cereal group is listed 
second and whole grains are em-
phasized. Whole grains and en-
riched breads and cereals provide B 
vitamins, iron and protein. The 
whole grains, as compared to re-
fined grains, provide more mag-
nesium, folacin and fiber. The basic 
foods in this group contain no 
cholesterol and little fat, until we 
add other i ngred ients to them. 
The Milk-Cheese group is an ex-
cellent source of calcium and ribo-
flavin. This group supplies protein, 
as well as vitamins A, B6, and B,2. 
Milk is a source of vitamin D when 
fortified with it. Skim and lowfat 
products offer much of the same nu-
trients at a calorie saving. 
The name was lengthened on the 
Meat, Poultry, Fish and Beans 
group, perhaps to emphasize that it 
is wise to eat a variety of foods from 
it. This group is rich in proteins, 
phosphorus, vitamins B6 and B12, as 
well as other vitamins and minerals. 
B'2 is found only in food of animal 
origins. Some of the foods are richer 
in certain nutrients: red meats and 
oysters are good sources of zinc; 
liver and eggs contain vitamin A; 
and dry beans, dry peas, soybeans 
and nuts are sources of magnesium. 
Meats, poultry and fish are good 
sources of home iron, a type of iron 
well utilized by the body. The body 
makes better use of the iron from this 
and other food groups when a good 
source of vitamin C, such as an 
orange or cabbage is served at the 
same time. 
The Fats, Sweets and Alcohol 
group gets us away from basics and 
into relatively high-calorie-Iow-
nutrient additions to the diet. If 
calories need to be cut, this group 
should be the first to be considered. 
Limitations of Food Guides 
Some of the nutrition issues are 
not dealt with in either the Basic 
Four or the Hassle-Free guides. 
Among these issues are caloric in-
take, the amount and type of fat to 
eat, and sodium content of the diet. 
The Hassle-Free Guide will supply 
a little over 1200 calories to the 
adult, if plain foods from the first 
four groups are eaten in the amounts 
suggested and no foods are i ncl uded 
from the fifth group. The use of plain 
lean meats, poultry and fish helps 
hold the calories down as compared 
to fried versions and foods naturally 
high in fats like nuts and seeds. If 
skim milk is used instead of whole 
milk, another 150 calories or so 
would be saved. According to recent 
surveys, Americans are eating less 
than before but still many are over-
weight. This indicates people are 
apparently less active. In order to get 
needed nutrients in a lower 
framework of calories, care must be 
taken to limit low nutrient foods-
like fats, sugars and alcohol-and 
emphasize basic foods. Plain eating 
in moderation makes good health-
sense. 
The debate continues among sci-
entists as to the amount and type of 
fat to eat. There is agreement, 
though, that the quantity of fat needs 
to be restricted as a way of helping 
to control weight. The present aver-
age intake of 38 percent of calories 
from fat shows a downward trend in 
fat consumption. The American 
Heart Association, however, has re-
commended that no more than 35 
percent of the calories come from 
fat. On the other hand, the Food and 
Nutrition Board of the National Re-
search Council recommends that the 
caloric requirement of an individual 
(Continued on next page) 
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should determine the percentage of 
fat calories needed. The Board 
suggests overweight, inactive indi-
viduals would do well to reduce fat 
while normal weighted, active indi-
viduals would not have to reduce fat 
below 40 percent of the calories. 
Fiber is that part of food that does 
not digest and is excreted in the solid 
wastes of the body. How much is 
needed for optimum health is not 
known for sure. The amount of fiber 
in the diets of many Americans is too 
low as a result of eating only refined 
cereals and breads and inadequate 
amounts of fruits and vegetables. 
Too much fiber, however, can pre-
vent optimal absorption of nutrients 
from the gastrointestinal tract into 
the body. Sources of fiber are found 
especially in fruits and vegetables, 
including the skins and whole 
grains. An apple a day provides 
some valuable pectin (a type of 
fiber). Perhaps there is some truth in 
the saying, "An apple a day keeps 
the doctor away." 
Too much sodium in the diet may 
contribute to high blood pressure 
(hypertension) in perhaps 20 percent 
of the population. Table salt is 40 
percent sodium. To limit sodium in 
the diet, reduce the use of salt and 
food prepared with large amounts of 
salt, such as salted snack foods. 
The new guide is unique in that it 
speaks for the first time about exces-
ses and warns about getting too 
much fat, sugar and alcohol. The 
first four groups are concerned with 
getting a variety of nutrients needed. 
A balanced diet means eating a 
variety of well selected foods that 
provide the amount of nutrients the 
body needs-not too much or too 
little. The Hassle-Free Guide to a 
Better Diet* is a help in designing 
one's personal food intake. 0 
HARRIET KOHN is extension specialist, food 
and nutrition, Institute of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources. 
*"The Hassle-Free Guide to a Better 
Diet" is included in "FOOD", 
which can be ordered under number 
HG 228 from the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington D.C. 
20250. Cost is $3.25 per copy. 
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Enders Reservoir 
Inflow Decline Poses Problem 
By Ray Bentall 
Enders Reservoir, on Frenchman 
Creek in southwestern Nebraska, 
was created to provide a dependable 
supply of water for irrigated lands 
served by the already existing Cul-
bertson and Riverside canals. Later, 
the Culbertson canal was extended 
to serve add itional lands. 
Completed in late 1950, Enders 
Reservoi r has dead storage of 8,4 70 
acre-feet (10.4 km 3) and can store 
36,010 acre-feet (44.4 km 3) of irri-
gation water between the sill of the 
outlet gates at an elevation of 
3,080.0 feet (938.8 m) and the top of 
the storage pool at 3,112.6 feet 
(948.6 m). It also has a large 
additional storage capacity for flood 
control. Annual minimum and 
maximum month-end contents of 
the reservoir during the period from 
1952-78 are shown in Figure 1. 
From 1954 through 1969, the 
water level in the reservoir at the be-
ginning of the irrigation season was 
close to the top of the storage pool 
and the water level at the end of the 
irrigation season was well above the 
bottom of the storage pool. Begin-
ning in 1970, the water level at the 
beginning of the irrigation season 
has been significantly lower than in 
any year during the 1954-69 period, 
and in several recent years the stored 
supply has been insufficient for all 
irrigation needs. The shortage of 
storage water is due, of course, to a 
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Colorado, northwestern Kansa s and 
so uthwes tern Nebraska . Po ss ibl y 
average annual strea mfl ow during 
the drought decade o f the 1930s 
may have been no more or even less 
t han in th e 1968- 78 pe r iod. If 
streamf low during that decade had 
been gaged at all the future reservo ir 
sites, the additional data might have 
show n th at the reservo i rs and the i r-
ri gation proj ects dependent on them 
were less feas ible th an the shorter 
periods of record indica ted them to 
be. 
Ta ble 1. Average annual precipitatio n 
There's no reason to bel ieve th at 
periods of h igher average annual 
prec ipit at io n and mo re f requ ent 
runoff events w ill not return to the 
H igh Plains area and th at even the 
flood-contro l sto rage space in En -
ders and other reservoirs w il l not oc-
cas ion al ly se rve a va luable pur-
pose. 0 
RAY BE NTA LL is assoc iate professo r and re-
sea rch hydro logist. Conservat ion and Survey, 
Insti tute of Agr icul ture and Natura l Resources. 
Average annual prec ip itation 
1 I -yea r peri od inches centimeters 
1890- 190 1 
1902- 1912 
19 13- 1923 
1924-1934 
1935- 1945 
1946- 1956 
1957- 1967 
1968- 1978 
19.01 
22. 12 
22.74 
20.75 
20 .78 
18.35 
20.37 
17.81 
48. 3 
56.2 
57.8 
52.7 
52.8 
46.6 
51.7 
45.2 
The spillway at Ende rs Rese rvo ir on the Frenc hman Creek located in Chase County. 
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Research Digest 
Nitrate Leaching 
Dr. Gary Hergert, research-extension soil scien ti st 
at the NU North Pl atte Station , has made signifi cant 
progress in determining the rate and quantity of nitrate 
leaching under var ious levels of irri gation under crop 
production systems in the Sandh ill s. The nitrate re-
search has been done at the University of Nebraska's 
Sa ndhill s Agri cultural Laboratory nea r Tryon. 
Using a so lid set irri gat ion system for the precise 
measurement of water appli cat ion and buri ed co llec-
tion dev ices at various depths, the rates and quantities 
of nitrate movements are measured. 
The nitrate data co ll ected by Dr. Hergert and hi s 
staff is particu larly timely in light of th e widespread 
co nce rn over th e in creas in g leve ls of nitrates in 
groundwate r. 
Ecofarming 
Using herbi c ides to replace most of the tillage op-
era ti ons during the fallow period reduces energy re-
quirements, trips over th e field, leaves vegetat ive res i-
dues on the so il surface to protect the land from wind 
and water eros ion and saves water for crop production 
by increas ing infiltrat ion and reducing evaporation. 
The development of the "ecofarming" conce pt 
began in the late 1950's by C. R. Fenster from the 
Panhandle Stati on and G. A. Wicks fro m the North 
Pl atte Station. They have been the primary researchers 
in Nebraska in developing the practice of using her-
bic ides to repl ace part or all of the till age practi ces for 
wheat fallow. 
Leaving most of the w heat res idu es on the so il sur-
face has developed a new microenvironment for the 
w hea t crop w hich requires additi onal research to fully 
utilize the potential of the new system. A team of 
add iti onal sc ien ti sts are now expa nding their resea rch 
program to study the new microenvironment and how 
to more fully utili ze the new environment. 
The research team includes Linco ln -based USDA 
scient ists Dr. John Doran, Dr. Ll oyd Mielke, Dr. W. 
Wilhelm and Dr. Jim Schepers, comparing the microc-
limate and the biological and physical aspects of 
ecofarmi ng to conventional farming; Dr. Jim Powers, 
studying the nitrogen status under heavy residues; 
USDA sc ienti st Rome Mickelson in Akron , Colorado, 
study ing the effect of different systems on erosion con-
trol ; Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station scien-
ti sts Dr. Gary Peterson and Dr. Don Sander, searching 
for new genetic material s for the new microenviron-
ment of limited tillage; Dr. Michael Boosali s and Dr. 
Eric Kerr, observing the effect of residues on plant dis-
ease; Norman Klocke, working on the development of 
planting equipment for heavy residues . 
Thi s team approach is very beneficial in developing 
the ecofarming system for wheat, savin g diese l fuel, 
water, so il and fertility . Its development will increase 
production and will improve th e environment for 
human life and w ildlife. 
Fly Population Losses 
Cattl e produce rs and feeders have been plagued for 
yea rs with the irritation and economic loss ca used by 
high fl y population s in summer months. Dr. Jack 
Campbel l, resea rch-ex tension entomo logist at th e 
North Pl atte Station , has studied control methods and 
the economic impact of various level s of stable f ly, 
ho use fly, ho rn fly, and face fly popul ations. 
Campbe ll 's research during winter months inc lude 
cont rol method s and econo mi c impact of various 
levels of catt le grub and cattle lice. 
In the graduate resea rch done by Dr. Jack Shugart, 
under the direction of Campbel l, it w as determined that 
face fli es could ca use mechanica l damage to the eyes 
of cattle and are ca pabl e of transmitting IBR virus and 
Moraxella bovis, " pinkeye". 
In a USDA funded Feedlot Pest M anagement pro-
gram , Dr. Campbel l refined and demonstrated effective 
integrated pest management for stable and house fly 
co ntrol at feedlots and dairies . 
Figure 1. This designates the weed nursery at the lincoln Agronomy Farm. 
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• Control 
By Gary L. Cramer and 
Orvin C. Burnside 
Weeds are a major pest in crop 
production and their control de-
pends upon correct identification in 
the seed or seedling stage. 
Once your weeds have reached 
the flowering stage (which most 
taxonomic keys require for identifi-
cation) you have already lost the 
battle to weeds that year. However, 
you can record this species identifi-
cation for future use because weeds 
are a rather constant entity in crop 
production in contrast to the inva-
sive nature of some insects and plant 
diseases. Seed dormancy and 
longevity in soil assures you of a 
continuous supply of weed seedlings 
over the years. 
Weed seedl ing identification also 
allows identification of weeds before 
they begin to reduce crop yields and 
while effective control is still possi-
ble. Weed control becomes more 
difficult as the plant grows and ma-
tu res. 
A weed nursery allows display, 
observation, and comparison of 
growth characteristics of many weed 
species at a single location (Figure 
1). It allows for the study of the life 
history, as well as proper identifica-
tion of each species at all growth 
stages. For example, early identifi-
cation of weeds is essential to any 
weed control program (Figure 2). 
Farmers, homeowners, industrial 
representatives, students, extension 
specialists, teachers, and researchers 
can all benefit from a weed nursery. 
Interested visitors observe and 
compare characteristics of a variety 
of weed species and can be assisted 
in identifying their own weed prob-
lems. This is an activity that benefits 
extension specialists in their educa-
tional endeavors. Also, many people 
enjoy the vegetation of the great 
out-of-doors more if they are able to 
identify some of the plant species. 
Individuals benefit from the weed 
nursery by having the opportunity to 
observe a weed species in its natural 
environment at all growth stages 
without disturbance by man or ma-
chine. Complete life histories and 
phenology studies are possible and a 
nursery is also a source of weed seed 
for future use and plants for mount-
ing or student use. 
The weed nursery was con-
structed in 1977 at the University of 
Nebraska Agronomy Farm at Lin-
coln, Nebraska. 
The site was first prepared by 
scraping away existing vegetation 
and leveling the area. Plots for dis-
play of each weed species consisted 
of 12 or 24 in (30 or 61 cm) lengths 
of plastic irrigation pipe 10 in (25 
cm) in diameter. The lengths of plas-
tic pipe were set in the ground so 2 
in (5 cm) was left above the soil sur-
face. The plastic pi pe establ ished a 
permanent plot area and restricted 
the lateral spread of roots. 
Th is entire nursery area of 15.8 by 
41.25 ft (4.8 by 12.5 m) was covered 
with a sheet of clear plastic followed 
by a 2 in (5 cm) layer of roofing 
gravel and bordered with 2 by 4 in (5 
by 10 cm) redwood lumber. Layers 
of plastic and gravel restricted 
emergence of unwanted vegetation 
and provided a relatively 
maintenance-free, all-weather 
walk-way between plots. The red-
wood border established a definite 
boundary between the nursery and 
surrounding area and prevented loss 
of gravel from the nursery. The nur-
sery was divided into sections for 
summer annual, winter annual, 
biennial, and perennial weed 
species. Species were labelled with 
the common and scientific names 
accepted by the Weed Science Soci-
ety of America Terminology Com-
mittee. About 125 weed species are 
included in the nursery. 
Response to the weed nursery has 
been good. Many people from Ne-
braska, surrounding states, and a 
number of foreign countries have vi-
sited the nursery and it has become a 
part of our annual Weed Science 
tour. During the Weed Science tour, 
we conduct a weed identification 
quiz. Persons correctly identifying 
the most weeds are awarded prizes 
donated by commercial firms. 
Other benefits of the weed nursery 
are realized when conducting life 
history or phenology studies of sev-
eral different species, because the 
weeds are grown in their natural en-
vironment and remain undisturbed. 
The weed nursery can be used for 
classroom or supply materials, 
classroom demonstration, or her-
barium mounts. Study and compari-
son of plant growth characteristics 
are simplified by having all plants at 
the same location. At the end of the 
growing season, the weed nursery 
supplies weed seed for future needs. 
Considering the favorable re-
sponses received and the educa-
tional benefits gained, a weed nur-
sery is well worth the time and 
money required for development 
and maintenance.D 
GARY L. CRAMER is graduate research assistant 
and ORVIN C. BURNSIDE is professor, agron-
omy, Institute of Agriculture and Natural Re-
sources. 
Figure 2. As a part of the annual Weed Sci-
ence Tour, farmers take part in a weed iden-
tification contest in the weed nursery. 
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By Louis I. Leviticus 
Th is year marks the 60th anniver-
sa ry of the operation of the Trac tor 
Test Laboratory, located on the East 
Ca mpu s o f th e University of Ne-
braska. 
Th e law which establi shed the 
operat ion and gave it lega l backing 
w as passed in 1919. Thi s law w as 
es tabl ished to protect the fa rmers 
from the many unscrupu lous tractor 
makers and sell ers who had in tro-
duced questionable products at the 
end of Wor ld War I. Nebraska is the 
onl y state in the United States to 
have a law prohibiting the sa le of a 
trac tor in Nebraska un less a repre-
sentative model of that trac tor has 
been tested and passed upon by a 
board of Tractor Test Engineers. 
The impact of thi s law and sub-
sequent yea rs of testing of tractors 
has reached well beyond the bo rders 
of Nebraska. The presti ge of the tests 
is w orldw ide and many co untries 
w ill import trac tors onl y if accom-
pa nied by a test report. Farmers from 
countries all over the w orld write in 
fo r reports before they buy and many 
make it a po int to come and v isit 
when they happen to be in the U .S. 
A lthough not all trac tor models 
produced in the w orld are tes ted 
here, thi s does not mean that an un-
tested trac tor is not of good quality. 
The cost of preparation fo r the test 
and the test itse lf ca n be too high fo r 
small -vo lume manufacturers. Th e 
report is of enough value in sa les 
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th at we even see a large number of 
foreign tractor makes being brought 
to the lab for testin g all the w ay from 
the United Soviet Social ist Republ ic, 
Japan, Ita ly, Britain or Germany. 
Each company pays a test fee, de-
pending upon the size of the tractor. 
These fees are the so le income of the 
Tractor Test Laboratory. No support 
is rece ived from University, State or 
Federal funds. Thus, the lab is not a 
burden on the taxpayers. A ll w ages, 
instrumentati on, and suppli es are 
supported by the income from the 
test fees. 
Report power and importance 
The test of every tractor is pub-
lished in a report and these repo rts 
are sent on request to journals, sub-
scr ibe rs and all peop le interested in 
only certain models of tractors. Th ey 
are repr inted in many journals in the 
U. S. and overseas and from them the 
reader ca n lea rn about the perfo r-
mance characteri sti cs of the vari ous 
makes and models. 
The Nebraska law requires that a 
tracto r meet its advert ised cl aim s. 
Thus, if a company adverti ses th at a 
certain model has 150 horsepower 
Interior view of the new Tractor Test Laboratory facility on the east ca mpus of the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln. 
on the Power-Take-Off (PTO) then 
that tractor must have at least 150 
horsepower on the test. Otherwise, 
the Test Board will recommend to 
the State Department of Agriculture 
that no l icense be iss ued for the sale 
of that tractor in Nebraska, and in 
add ition , a remark wi II be added on 
the report stating th at thi s tractor did 
not obta in i ts adverti sed horse-
power. 
When yo u see a remark on an ad-
verti sement statin g "Official Test" 
yo u know th at it wa s tested at Ne-
braska. 
Types of tests 
At thi s tim e PTO power, 
Drawbar-Power and Sound Leve l 
Tes ts are perform ed. In a ll three 
cases, we start f rom the following 
ground rul es: 
• The tractor should be a stock 
model. 
• The tractor cannot be ballasted 
in any way other than what the 
operato r i s a ll owed to d o 
under hi s warranty poli cy. 
• Hitching ca n only be done in 
th e normal manner, i. e. th at 
allowed by the company under 
its sa fety and durability war-
ranty (i. e. no " hi gh pulling" 
which would in c rea se th e 
pull ). 
• Tires should be standard and 
use on ly recomm end ed 
press ures. No over loads are 
permitted . 
With thi s in mind , proced ure has 
the fo llowing steps: 
Reception and Recording 
Upon reception the tractors are 
given test numbers and inspec ted. 
All external particul ars are reco rd ed, 
such as : filter types and manufac-
turer, tires, alternators, turbo char-
ge rs, m ufflers, etc. These d ata are all 
checked in order to ensure that the 
model-at least externally- is stan-
dard. 
Run-In Period (Maximum 12 H ours) 
Durin g thi s pe riod th e tr ac tor 
traverses on the test ova l (one-half 
mile of co nc rete) while towin g a 
load. The company ca n check out 
the tractor during thi s time and make 
adjustments and run - in the tractor's 
transmi ss ion (we suggest th at eac h 
(Continued on next page) 
Sound levels are measured within the tractor 
cab using this sound measuring equipment. 
These measuring devices are located in the 
test car, used during the test for drawbar 
capabi lities. 
A test technician monitors an Allis Chalmers 
tractor during the PTO test. 
A test technician inspects a tractor engine 
after the testing. 
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tractor have at least 50 hours run-
ning before testing). 
At the beginning of this period, 
new oil is carefully weighed and put 
in the tractor. This number, together 
with added oil weight, is later used 
to show the amount of oil consump-
tion. 
PTO Tests 
During the PTO test we measure 
the maximum continuous power the 
engine will produce at rated engine 
speed (specified by the manufac-
turer), the power at the standard 
PTO speed (1000 or 540 rpm) and 
power levels during a varying load 
test. 
In addition to the power, which is 
measured with a precIsion 
dynamometer, operating tempera-
tures at various locations and fuel 
consumption are also measured. 
The fuel is a regular standard di-
esel fuel, No. II, which is heated to 
simulate actual field conditions. As 
everyone knows, fuel in a tractor's 
own tank will heat up during the 
day. Hot fuel produces less power 
per unit of volume than cold fuel. 
For every tractor, the temperature 
characteristic of its fuel system is 
determined and kept at that temper-
ature for all tests in which maximum 
fueL flow occurs. 
Although the official test lasts only 
five hours, the total PTO test time is 
usually ten hours due to warm-up 
ti me and other tests performed. 
In order to make a comparison 
between models more accurate, we 
keep the area where we test at 75°F 
(24°C) and test only at barometric 
pressure above 28.7" (717.5 mm) of 
mercury. 
Where the maximum power and 
standard PTO speed tests are more 
or less self-explanatory, the varying 
load test is a bit harder to explain. 
Here we measure the performance 
of the tractor with fu II open throttle 
(i.e. under governor control) under a 
series of different loads. One of the 
important figures is the average fuel 
consumption in pounds of fuel per 
horsepower hour (kg/KWH) or 
horsepower hours per gallon 
(KWH/I) of fuel, and the consump-
tions at partial load since tractors are 
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sometimes used more at part load. 
The Drawbar Test 
These tests are carried out with the 
help of a test car and load tractors or 
load units. 
Before the test, tire pressures are 
set at the proper pressure, weights 
are standardized and the tractor 
front, rear and total weight are de-
termined on a scale. It is required 
that during the maximum pull test at 
least 20 percent of the static weight 
of the front end remai ns on the front 
wheels for safety and steering ability, 
and that tires not be overloaded. 
The following tests are performed: 
1. Two hours at maximum avail-
able power in a "rated gear", 
generally around 5 mph (8 
Km/h). 
2. Ten hours at 75 percent of the 
pull on the maximum power 
test in the rated gear. 
3. Two hours at 50 percent of pull 
from the rated gear test at 
maximum power and in the 
same gear. 
4. Two hours at 50 percent of the 
pull from test one, but now in a 
higher gear and at a lower 
throttle setting (a so-called, 
"gear-up and throttle-down"). 
5. Maximum power in other 
gears limited by: The highest 
gear-one gear above 8 mph 
(12.8 Km/h) the manufacturer's 
choice. The lowest gear-that 
gear in which the tractor ob-
tains 15 percent wheel slip 
(also called the maximum pull 
gear). In this gear the 15 per-
cent sl ip I imit is often reached 
before the maximum power 
limit is reached. At times, 15 
percent sl ip may not be 
reached if either the stabil ity 
limit or the tangential pull limit 
of the tires is exceeded. 
6. A lugging run where we de-
termine the lugging ability-
the capability of the tractor to 
overcome heavier loads with-
out the farmer having to shift 
down. This test is started in 
rated gear at maximum power 
and the load is increased in 
order to reduce the travel 
speed in 10 percent steps until 
we exceed the maximum 
pull-usually at about 50 per-
cent of rated speed. This is a 
difficult test and many com-
pany engineers have chipped 
their teeth while practically 
"willing" their tractor to suc-
ceed going through this torture 
test. 
Tests 3 and 4 are done to show the 
savings in fuel consumption which 
can be obtained by "gearing-up and 
throttl ing-down" at I ight loads. 
The sound measurements (near 
the driver's ear) are made during 
tests 1, 2, 3 and 4. Bystander sound 
is run separately to show the accel-
eration noise at the distance of 25 
feet from the tractor's centerl i ne. 
Final inspection 
Once all the tests are finished and 
results checked, the oil is drained 
and measured (measurement used 
for oil consumption data) and the 
final inspection is performed. This 
inspection is made to verify if the 
tractor's interior components are re-
ally standard components and also 
to assess any significant damage. 
Thus, bore, stroke, cubic inches, 
valve measurement, etc. are mea-
sured and checked against company 
production standards-obtained 
from their application form. 
The report 
The report (see Figure A) is di-
vided into a right and left hand col-
umn. The left hand side gives all the 
tabulated data of the results. The 
right hand column includes all de-
scriptive material as well as oil con-
sumption results. 
The test report gives the user a 
data base for comparing two or 
more different types of tractors. 
Drawbar tests are carried out on 
concrete because that surface does 
not vary appreciably and thus gives 
a correct basis for comparison of 
drawbar performance. A tractor 
which has 30 percent more drawbar 
power on our concrete track than a 
second tractor will most probably 
have 30 percent more power under 
other actual soil conditions. 
The steps to take when determin-
ing which tractor to buy can be 
made easier by proper usage of the 
reports. 
1. Obtain a copy of the report for 
the tractor you currently own. 
You can get it by writing to the 
Test Laboratory. 
2. Also ask for the summary 
booklet which contains the 
abbreviated reports on all the 
tractors wh ich were tested and 
are currently available on the 
new tractor market. From the 
booklet, you can then select 
the power levels of the various 
tractors which might suit your 
purpose. 
3. Order the full reports of the 
tractors you selected from the 
summary booklet. 
4. Now compare. Items to look at 
are the power, fuel consump-
tion, lugging ability, number of 
gears and gear spacing in a 
certain range where you want 
to operate, fuel consumption at 
part loads on the PTO (at full 
throttle) and corresponding 
engine rpm's. The latter can 
assist you later in determining 
the load at which you are ac-
tually operating. It is very im-
portant that you note at what 
total weight and weight distri-
bution the performance of a 
particular tractor was ob-
tained. In some cases, you 
might have to buy the extra 
weight in order to obtain the 
performance relations we 
show in the reports. 
After all this evaluation there still 
are a few factors we cannot control. 
These factors include cost, dealer 
service and personal preferences for 
specific ma n ufactu rers. 
Future of testing 
Testing of tractors will go on as 
long as there is agriculture and a test 
law in Nebraska. Even without the 
law, the procedures have become so 
well known and recognized that 
testing will likely continue as long as 
tractors are manufactured and sold. 
Fluctuations in the number of trac-
tors tested will always be possible 
due to market changes. These 
changes are indicators or the result 
of general economic trends.D 
LOUIS I. LEVITICUS is professor, agricultural en-
gineering and engineer-in-charge, Tractor 
Test Laboratory, Institute of Agriculture and 
Natrual Resources. 
Figure A. A reduced facsimile of the tractor test report. 
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" II .. , I II .. 2111 II ,"7, Ifl ~ I, (/fl fli ,21 fli 
50% of Pull at Ma1imum Power-Two Houn 7th (H·3) Gear 
669 647 2827 35.1 I 536 0.823 7.52 18.,> 63 65 
50% of Pull at Reduced Enginl!' Spel!'d-Two Houn 8th (H·4) Gear 
666 647 1899 313 1394 0750 825 185 71 75 
,52711, ,lInlil 11621, Ifl51i1 12171121", 
MAXIMUM POWER IN SELECTED GEARS 
2561 2.39 2841 1496 
2530 2.94 2600 14 27 
1926 402 2:'144 450 
1331 
804 
578 259H 6:n 
IYJIII 
8.82 2tioo :i H7 
41h (L-4) Ge<lf 
61h (H-2) Gedl 
7th (H-3) Gear 
81h (HAl Gedr 
185 59 63 
1115111 rI\(l) rl721 
187 61 65 
IlIfJl, 0"1, 1/1111 
187 61 65 
lilll, 
187 59 63 
liI;,/, (nil) 0721 
187 60 64 
(I ~"I If, 1-1) 
LUGGING ABIUTY IN RATt:D Gt:AR 17th H-3) 
( 1.lllk~h .. 1t ':.pc: ... 1 1 pill 
I'ull-It.~ 
2tJ7t1 
l:i77 
HI:!7 
li~H 
r.l\1 
11Il1.· .. wllll'ull'..'\ 
Powt",·-Hp 
lOll, 
~pt"rd--Mph 
Iii YO 
11 '1/, 
I~ 'H 
,171) 
II Y4 
34t1 
(lolJ) 
28.820 
IYiJ21, 
28755 
IYillll) 
28785 
28.740 
28850 
28840 
1'17)11111 
28.840 
1'17 JflH) 
28.850 
1'17122, 
28.850 
1'17 ~22) 
1301 
1237 
(1111) 
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"IITp ')l h hi h 70 b:!4 5% 
TRACTOR SOUND LEVEL WITHOUT CAB dB(A) 
M .. XIIHUIII AV~lld!J11:" Powl:"l_"1 WO HUIiI ~ l}4.0 
7~t;'{ 01 Pull .. t MdXlIlHlIIl p"\\('I-1 t"1I Ill)ul~ 
50';lf 01 Pull .. 1 M .. xlIlIurn POl'<t"f- i"wt) Huul~ 9().O 
')0'1: "I Pull"l Rt"dutnl .I-."Ill{lllt" ~p<·t"d-rwo Huurs YO.!'. 
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TIRES, BALLAST AND WEIGHT With IbUue Without &.11 .. , 
R.,.rTII~" ·-Nu'''''.I'I\'-I'''IIrI',H 1",,11"l.111I-"l.4,~ 14/''') Iw"II'1IIO-:H 4.1~11J') 
J "1",,1 I<.j{ h) "l.!J~ "'1 I J~ irK! 
c.,,, I, "" I.~' h) lIN !h( 1If) *KJ 
Front lin'. 
- .... " "". I,ll '- I'''IH' .. ) 
-I "I""t ("~I [,1 
(.",1'''''11 .,,1.) 
H""I·nolOn.wMr 
SialiC W"",hl wllhOp",ulor- 1(,., .. 
-~""'I 
-I,,,,,) 
I, .. , tl III! I.~ I ~ II JIIO, 
.... "n.· 
':1':111>( J1/r1.! 
'1hh" IIHI2/11*/:) 
nit 11,( nllr/f.! 
~5':1b 11>[/;,1/ IrIC) 
I"" ~()o-I~. ,1. HIJ()OJ 
I'>', m(IY' ",m) 
lill() I!' I 771*/f) 
7~o ItH JlI .g) 
'1411111,(/1112.,.) 
Department of Agricultural Engineering 
Date of Test: May 18 to May 24. 1978 
MANUFACTURER: International Harvester Co., 
401 North Michigan Ave .. Chicago. Illinois 
60611 
FUEL, OIL AND TIME Fuel unleaded 
gasoline Octane No. Motor 88.6 Research 92.9 
(rating taken from oil company's typical inspection 
data) Specific gravity converted to 60°/60" 
(lr/H") 0.7431 Fuel weight 6.186Ibslgal(O.743 
kg/I) Oil SAE 30 API service classification 5E To 
motor 0.690 gal (2.6121) Drained from motor 
0.672 gal (2. 544 t) Transmission and final drive 
lubricant I.H. Hytran Fluid Total time engine was 
operated 33.0 hours 
ENGINE: Make Mazda Gasoline Type 4 cylin· 
der "eniLal Serial No. 539117 Crankshaft 
lengt hwise Rated rpm 2600 Bore and stroke 
2.756" x 2.992"(70mmx 76 mm) Compression ratio 
8.6 to 1 Displacement71.3cu in(1169ml) Car-
buretor size I" (28 mm) Ignition system 12 volt 
battery Cranking system 12 volt Lubrication 
pressure Air Cleaner one paper element Oil filter 
one full flow paper cartridge Fuel filter one paper 
element Muffler vertiLal Cooling medium tempt-
erature control thermostat 
CHASSIS: Type standard Serial No_ 
2020001J010307* Tread width rear 41.5" (1054 
mm) to 57.8" (1468 mm) front 39.4" (1000 mm) to 
6/.8" (1570 mm) Wheel base 63.0" (1600 mm) 
Center of gravity (without operator or ballast. with 
minimum tread, v.ith fuel tank filled and tractor 
serviced for operawm) Horizontal distance for-
ward Irom center-line of rear wheels 20.3" (516 
mm) Vertical distance above roadway 26.9" (683 
mm) Honzontal distance from Lenter of rear wheel 
tread 0"(0 mm) to the right/left Hydraulic control 
system dire( t engine dri"e Transmission selective 
gear fixed ratIo Advertised speeds mph (I,m/h) 
first 1.0(1.6) second 1.3(2.0) third 1.8(2.8) fourth 
2.6 (4.2) fifth 3.5 (5.6) sixth 4.5 (7.2) se"enth 6.2 
(lO.O) eighth 9.3(149) reverse 1.8(2.8). 6.2(10.0) 
Clutch single dry disc operated by foot pedal 
Brakes single wet disc hydraulically operated by 
t'Wo foot pedals which can be locked together 
Steering mechanical Turning radius (on <-oncrete 
surface with brake apphed) right 92.4"(2.35 m) left 
92.4" (2.35 m) (on nlOc.rete surface witham brake 
applied) right 104.1"(2.64 m) left 104.1"(2.64 m) 
Turning space diameter (on concrete surface with 
brake applied) right 189.9" (4.82 m) left 189.9" 
(4.82 m) (on concrete surface without brake) right 
213.4" (5.42 m) left 213.4" (5.42 m) Power take-off 
540 rpm at 2160 engine rpm and 1000 rpm at 2408 
engme rpm 
REPAIRS and ADJUSTMENTS: No repairs or 
adjustments 
REMARKS: All tnt 1l"~UIt.!> were deh:llIllned 
Irom obM"rved dat.t obtdilled III a<-<-ordamt' with 
SAt: dnd ASAE te~t ux..ie 01 oitiual Nebraskot tt'~t 
protedure. Five ge.:l.r.!> welt' ('ho.!>en between .15% 
.!>hp and 10 mph (/6.1 11m/h). 
We, the uuderslgned. certify that thiS I~ a true 
.Ind (UI"Teo rt'pon of oftinal Traum Test 1277. 
LOllIS I. LEVITICUS 
Engilleer.in-Charge 
G. W. 5TEINBRUEGGE. Chairman 
W. E. SPLINTER 
K. VON BARGEN 
Board of Tractor Test Engineers 
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This " mountain" is the result of over 15 years 
of piling animal waste from a southern Ne-
braska feedlot- The individual pictured is 
6 '5 " (196 cm) tall. 
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By Leon Chesnin 
What ca n we do about the high 
cos t of energy and in flation? As far as 
farm and urban operat ions are con-
cerned one of the w ays we ca n fight 
back is w ith both o ld and new ideas 
th at work! 
Nebraskans are in a strange di -
lemma . Trad itionall y, 75 percent of 
Nebraska's irri ga ted fie lds were 
planted to corn. There are now over 
7 million acres (2.8 million hal that 
are irri ga ted. With an eff ic ient ag-
ri cu lture, and modest pri ces, th e 
state's economy prospered . In flation 
has drast ica ll y changed thi s picture. 
Since 1974, the increas in g de-
pendence on imported fossi l fuel (o il 
and gas) ~ources, has aggrava ted this 
infl ation. Everyth ing in vo lv ing en-
ergy inputs co ntinues to increase in 
cost. We are fighting a war aga inst 
inf lati on , a war aga inst our balance 
of trade deficit, and a war aga inst 
pollution of the env ironmen t. Un-
fo rtun ate ly we don ' t seem to be 
winning these wars at the present. 
However, th ere are thin gs that ca n 
be done which w ill cont ribute to 
achieving a sound economy and en-
vironment. 
Recycling Waste 
Waters In Soil 
Recentl y, government regu lati o ns 
have encou raged the use of munici-
pal waste water on agricultural land. 
By accepting the pract ice of irr'iga t-
in g cro pl an d with waste water 
through a cooperative program, both 
th e muni c ipality and farmer reap 
benefits, The town benefits by no 
longel" hav i ng to inves t in add iti ona I 
cos tl y sewage treatment facil iti es 
and trea tment expense to meet gov-
ernment stand ards fo r the quality of 
d ischarged waste water, The farmer 
benefits by be ing ~ uppli ed a highly 
des irabl e, low cos t so urce of irriga-
tion water co nt aining nitroge n 
w hich ca n be applied to the field. 
A!> much as 90 percent of th is ni-
trogen is ammon ium and nitrJte and 
the r'es t is an organic source. 
The amount of nitrogen and water 
ava il abl e to farmers from sewage 
effluent increases direct ly w ith the 
population of the commu nity. 
With inflation increasing the costs 
of nitrogen fertil izer and energy for 
pumping water from wells, sewage 
effluent becomes a greater bonus to 
farmers every year. It is important to 
remember that everyone saves on 
personal taxes if we don't have to 
invest in large, costly sewage treat-
ment plants and their operation, but 
can cycle the wastes (sol id and I iq-
uid) in agricultural soils. 
There are agricultural industrial 
plants (slaughterhouses, dairies, 
sugarbeet and soybean processing 
plants, human and animal food pro-
cessors) that discharge waste waters 
high in plant nutrients. There are 
also ponds or lagoons constructed to 
catch and hold the liquid and solid 
wastes of animals and humans. Un-
fortunately the waste water in many 
of these facilities is not being used to 
benefit crop production. A chemical 
analysis of waste water would pro-
vide an inventory of nutrients 
appl ied to the soi I and a knowledge 
of the need for other nutrient 
amendments. 
The greatest economic benefit 
from the use of waste waters comes 
from the use of gravity irrigation 
systems (gated pipe). Such systems 
require a minimum amount of fuel 
or energy for pumping the waste 
water onto the soi I. High pressure 
systems, such as the center pivot or 
big gun, require large amounts of 
fuel or energy in pumping. 
Monitoring soil moisture will pro-
vide an efficient system for applica-
tion of the waste water. By adopting 
the use of off-season irrigation, the 
benefits of waste water and its nutri-
ents can be spread to other fields 
that do not receive the water during 
the summer months. 
Saving Fertilizer Energy Costs 
All of the commercial fertilizers 
used by Nebraska farmers require 
the use of energy in their manufac-
ture. Shortages of natural gas directly 
affect the production of nitrogen fer-
tilizer. In the past, farmers were able 
to buy nitrogen at 3.5-4 cents per 
pound (.45 kg) as anhydrous am-
monia. In Nebraska today, the same 
nitrogen is about 15 cents per pound 
(.45 kg). Luxury and so-called 
maintenance appl ication practices 
of ferti I izers became establ ished and 
common in times of low cost. In 
times of high fertilizer prices, these 
practices have to be reexamined. 
In the reality of having to reduce 
the costs of fertilizer inputs and the 
dependence on imported fossil fuels, 
farmers will have to increase their 
efficienty of fertilizer use. More fre-
quent use of good soil tests and con-
servative ferti I izer recommendations 
tailored to maximizing net income 
rather than yields will be required to 
maintain profitable farm operations. 
Organic Waste Resources 
Nebraska's organic waste re-
sources include animal wastes, sew-
age wastes, paunch manure from 
slaughterhouses, food source gar-
bage, paper, leaves, grass clippings, 
crop residues and sawdust from the 
lumber, furniture and housing in-
dustries. Large and small muni-
cipalities require landfill areas to 
dispose of their wastes. As the land-
fill is used to capacity, new agricul-
tural areas are required for the dis-
posal of rural and urban wastes. This 
is a costly burden to taxpayers and 
results in a declining inventory of 
prime agricultural land. In many 
cases, landfills are located in a river 
valley. Disposal of organic wastes 
often contributes to pollution of 
ground and surface water. The total 
production of 88 million tons (19.6 
million tonnes) of animal wastes 
(Table 7) in 7977 in Nebraska was 
large enough to apply about 74.7 
tons (73 .2t) to every acre (.4 haY of 
corn harvested that year. These an i-
mal wastes contained about 
433,949 tons (390,555 t) of nitrogen 
(Table 2). This was almost as much 
nitrogen as Nebraska farmers bought 
in 1971. About half of these wastes 
is available for collection and re-
cycling on agricultural soils. This is 
enough to apply about 73.4 pounds 
(33 kg) of nitrogen on every acre (.4 
hal of corn in 1971. Proper man-
agement and conservation of animal 
resources can become a bonus to 
farmers. 
The total of organic animal wastes 
of Nebraska contained about 
433,949 tons (390,555 t) of nitrogen. 
It takes 40,277 cubic feet (1,208.3 
cubic meters) of natural gas to pro-
duce a ton (.9t) of nitrogen in the 
form of anhydrous ammonia fer-
til izer. 
To recycle the organic wastes in 
agricultural soils for crop production 
would result in saving as much as 
71.5 billion cubic feet (.53 billion 
cubic meters) of natural gas. Consid-
ering the need to conserve energy, 
animal and human manures must be 
regarded as valuable resources. 
While energy is required to apply 
the organic nitrogen resources to 
agricultural soils, reducing the waste 
volume and moisture content by 
composting will accomplish further 
savings in energy needed to recycle 
the nutrients for crop production. 
There are just not enough organic 
wastes available for recycling in ag-
ricultural soi Is to supply all the n u-
(Continued on next page) 
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Waste ... 
trient needs for crop production. 
Commercial fertilizer will continue 
to play a major role in agriculture. 
However, the combined use of these 
organic resources and supplemental 
commercial fertilizers will result in 
increasing the productivity of Ne-
braska soils. The benefits will apply 
to irrigated and dryland fields. 
Available moisture is the key to the 
benefits from organic resources. 
Under drought conditions, the or-
ganic wastes applied to soils are not 
lost, but become available when 
rainfall resumes. 
Some organic wastes are associ-
ated with the nuisances of flies, 
odors and dust. Fresh animal ma-
nures, paunch manure, sewage 
sludge and garbage are attractive 
breeding places for flies attracted to 
the odors and moisture. Composting 
organic wastes eliminates the prob-
lems of odor and fl ies. 
Recycling these same organic 
wastes in agricultural soils reduces 
the cost of operation of the landfill 
and annual replacement costs of the 
site. High rates of organic amend-
ments reduce soil density and de-
crease the amount of fuel used by 
tractors for tillage. 
At the Panhandle Experiment Sta-
tion, 31 years of annually applying 6 
tons per acre (5.4t1.4 hal (dry weight) 
of manure to an irrigated corn field 
increased the soil organic matter 
from 0.93 percent (no manure used) 
to 1.67 percent (an 80 percent in-
crease). Annual manure applications 
increased the infiltration rate of irri-
gation water from 0.2 to 2.7 inches 
(.51 to 6.9 cm) per hour (a 1250 per-
cent increase). 
At the Mead Field Laboratory, 3 
annual applications of 160 tons per 
acre (144t1.4 hal (dry weight) of 
composted manure to an irrigated 
corn field, doubled the soil organic 
matter content and increased the 
water infiltration rate from 0.4 in-
ches to 1.4 inches (1.02 to 3.6 cm) 
per hour (a 250 percent increase). 
During 7 years, there were 2 inci-
dents of over 4 inches (10.16 cm) of 
rainfall in 24 hours with no runoff 
from the compost applied plots and 
almost 100 percent runoff from the 
adjacent fertilized plots. 
The effect of organic amendments 
on an increased water infiltration 
rate could reduce or even eliminate 
the great damages and costs of 
floods due to runoff. 
Recycling Benefits 
Research results suggest that the 
greatest benefit from recycl i ng or-
ganic waste resources is their bene-
ficial effects on soil physical prop-
erties. These benefits are perhaps 
even more important than the es-
sential plant nutrients in the organic 
amendments. Certainly the nutrients 
Table 1. Nebraska animal production in 1971 (based on Nebraska Agricultural Statistics, June 1972) and calculated manure production. 
Livestock Class 
Beef cows 
Dairy cows 
Heifers 
Beef cow replacements 
Dairy cow replacements 
Steers 
Bulls 
Swine 
Sheep 
Poultry 
Turkeys 
Number of 
Animals 
1,913,000 
187,000 
1,103,000 
303,000 
45,000 
1,575,000 
116,000 
3,691,000 
370,000 
6,296,000 
.01,000 
Esti mated total 
animal weight 
Ibs. (kg) 
(thousands) 
1,913,000 (860,850) 
224,400 (100,980) 
827,250 (372,260) 
303,000 (136,350) 
54,000 (24,300) 
1,260,000 (567,000) 
116,000 (52,200) 
738,000 (332,190) 
27,750 (12,488) 
18,888 (8,500) 
1,515 (68) 
Pound, (kg) daily 
wet manure 
producpd per 1000 Ibe;. Mdnure/yea r 
(4S0 kg) live weight" wet ton~ (metric ton'») 
85 (38) 29,675,230 (26,707,707) 
85 (38) 3,481,005 (3,132,905) 
85 (38) 12,832,670 (11,549,403) 
85 (38) 4,700,105 (4,230,095) 
85 (38) 837,675 (753,907) 
85 (38) 19,545,750 (17,591,175) 
85 (38) 1,799,450 (1,619,505) 
100 (45) 13,472,150 (12,124,935) 
40 (18) 202,575 (182,318) 
25 (11) 86,140 (77,526) 
25 (11) 19,365 (17,429) 
"Source: "Use of Manure' , Penmylvania State University, College of Agriculture, University Pdrk, Pennsylvania. 
Table 2. Nebraska animal manure production in 1971 and calculated nitrogen content of this waste resource as compared to fertilizer nitrogen 
consumed for crop production (based on Nebraska Agricultural Statistics, June 1972). 
Moisture 
Manure Content 
LivE'')lock cia'>') wet tons (metric tons) 7c .. 
Beef animals 70,352,655 (63,312,389) 85 
Dairy animals 4,318,680 (3,886,812) 85 
Swine 13,472,150 (12,124,935) 82 
Sheep 202,575 (182,318) 77 
Poultry 105,505 (94,954) 72 
TOTAL WET MANURE 88,451,565 (79,601,408) 
Total estimated collectible manure nitrogen, without losses, 1971 
Total fertilizer nitrogen consumed, 1971 
Total acres (ha) corn harvested, 1971 
Average pounds (kg) fertilizer nitrogen/acre (ha) corn 
Average pounds (kg) total manure nitrogen/acre (ha) corn 
Average pounds (kg) collectible manure nitrogen/acre (ha) corn 
Manure 
dry tons 
(metric tons) 
Manure 
Nitrogen 
Content 
If ' 
10,552,893 (9,497,603) 3.1 
647,802 (583,021) 3.5 
2,424,987 (2,182,488) 3.3 
46,592 (41,933) 5.4 
29,541 (26,587) 5.4 
Manure 
Nitrogen, tons/yr. 
(metric tons/yr.) 
327,140 
22,673 
80,025 
2,516 
1,595 
(294,426) 
(20,405) 
(72,022) 
(2,264) 
(1,436) 
TOTAL MANURE NITROGEN PRODUCED 433,949 (390,555) 
216,352 tons (194,716.8 t) 
451,384 tons (406,245.6 t) 
5,898,000 (2,259,200) 
153 (28) 
147 (27) 
73 (13) 
*Source: "Guidelines for Manure U~e and Di~po~al in the We~tern Region, USA"; W-124 Subcommittee report on Animal Wd~tl'~, Wa<;hington Stdte University, Bulletin 814 
NOTE: Vdlue" for daily manure produttion per 1000 Ib~. (450 kg) live weight differ depending on the published source of information, i.e. Midwest Planning Service: Dairy cattle, 82 Ibs. (37 kg); 
Beef cattle, 60 Ib". (27 kg); Swine, 65 Ibs. (29 kg). North Central Regional Publication 206; Ddiry Cdttle, 88Ib'i. (40 kg); SWinE', 50 Ibs. (23 kg). Thi'i could result in either higher or lower values 
thdn presented in Table" 1 and 2. 
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are extremely valuable and w ould 
repl ace the n'eed for part of the nu-
trients applied as commercial fer-
tili ze rs fo r crop producti on as well as 
th e energy needed to make th e 
commercial fertili ze rs. 
The avail ability of orga nic waste 
nutri ents to growing pl ants depends 
on the stage of decompositi on of the 
so il amendment Co mpos tin g th e 
orga nic waste resource befo re appli -
ca ti on to agri cultural so il s results in 
decompos ition of ce llulose and fi ber 
in the waste, reduction in its carbon: 
ni trogen rati o and increase in the 
ava il ab ility of its nitrogen content to 
pl ants, N itrogen losses assoc iated 
w ith compostin g are substanti all y 
less th an that occurring in the feedlot 
with pro longed standing. 
Feed lot, slaughterhouse and sew-
age was tes are bei ng appl ied to ag-
ri c ultural fi e ld s. Us uall y th e 
mo isture content of th ese orga nic 
amend ments is ve ry hi gh, Co m-
posting wastes contributes to energy 
conserva ti on by grea tl y reducing the 
amount of wa ter in these w astes be-
fo re being transported and spread on 
agri cultural o r urban fi eld s. Thi s also 
reduces the cos t of applica ti on. 
Whil e co mpos tin g does cos t 
money, the cost is much less th an 
th at of burying wastes in landfill s o r 
hauling large quantiti es of w ater in 
the wastes to agri cultural fi elds or 
di sposa l sites . Thi s is espec iall y true 
fo r spreadin g or inj ec tin g sewage 
sludge slurries on farm or di sposa l 
fi eld s. Hauling and spreading com-
post on fi elds saves the cos t of haul -
ing the additional w ater in the origi-
nal w aste. 
Fini shed compost is a des irable 
amendment fo r so il improvement 
and contains nutrients th at are avail-
abl e for pl ant grow th . Composting at 
above 140 0 F (60 0 C) a lso kill s 
hum an and anim al di sease or-
ga nisms, v iruses, paras ites and w eed 
seeds assoc iated with human and 
animal w astes . 
Other Waste Resources 
There are other uses of o rganic 
was te reso urces. Th ese in c lud e 
burning as fuel, conversion into o il , 
produ c in g meth ane gas, and al-
coho l. At the end of W orld W ar II , 
Germ an pl anes, tanks, and ca rs ran 
on alcohol from orga ni c w aste re-
sources . 
M any w as tes such as sa wdu st, 
cro p res idues, and manure have 
been used in Nebraska as d ry i ng-
bulking agents for composting sew-
age sludge and paun ch manure. 
Landfill s are repos itori es of paper, 
ca rdboa rd , w ood products, food 
source ga rbage and other o rga nic 
materi als whi ch ca n be used in 
compostin g programs. The metals, 
glass, and pl asti c usuall y buri ed in 
these sites ca n also be recycl ed in 
energy conservation programs. 
Th e entire nati on prac ti ced re-
cyclin g of househo ld wastes during 
W orld W ar II. Recyc ling converts 
unused, disposabl e wastes into val-
uab le, reusa bl e resources. Recycl ing 
our organic wastes, increased con -
servation , effi c iency of use and sub-
stitution of resources will help win 
the fi ght aga inst infl ati on and our 
depend ence on imported energy 
sources, By pl ac ing national inter-
es ts above person al interests, the 
balance invo lved in the wars aga inst 
infl ation , poll ution of the envi ron-
ment and the balance of trade defi cit 
wil l tip in our favor . The resources of 
our country will be used to benefit 
the population rather than being ex-
ported to our di sadvantage . 0 
L EON C H ESN IN is <lgronomy waste manage-
ment and recycl in g , pec ialist, Institute of Ag-
ri culture and Natural Reso urces. 
The wastes from a feedlot similar to the one pi ctured can be composted and used to benefit both crop production and energy conservation, 
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By Shirley Kreutz 
Have you e . ver wo d Instructional n ered how an program' I 
an educational sy t IS panned for 
Th s em? 
e publ ic sees th . 
the pulpit, the I e .preacher in 
troom, the senat~wyer In the cour-
teacher before thercfn the floor, the 
Slon, but do ass, or on televi-
s es not see th pent in pia' e hours 
t 
. nnlng th 
atlons Thl's . ese presen 
h
. IS true f -
w ose jobs are co or all people 
senting ideas Wh ncerned with pre-
tion, for ex'am ~t kInd of prepara-
school teach p e, must a high 
successful c1a~~ tl~ke to have one 
or 7 periods a da~ fW another for 6 
for nine months? ' Ive days a week 
Th" ' 
. IS article will d . 
rIculum makin d .. escrIbe cur-
economics d g eClslons in hom 
e ucatlon b e 
cesses used are . . ' ut the pro-
areas. SImIlar for all subject 
It' . IS Important to f . 
term curriculum A Irst defIne the 
rIculum deals ~i s used here, cur-
results of lea . th the desired end 
. h rnIng It . WIt what to thIS concerned 
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prominent educator states that for a 
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school curriculum in this country 
consisted of ill-arranged bits and 
pieces of outdated knowledge. With 
the expansion of knowledge there is 
more to teach than time for teaching 
it; so the task is one of sorting out 
that knowledge or understanding 
that is of greatest worth. This is ac-
compl ished by selecti ng, from a field 
of knowledge, those central or key 
ideas that explain other ideas. These 
central ideas form the theme of a 
subject matter area. 
Home Economics Theme 
The key ideas in home economics 
are human development and man-
agement. Here students gai n an un-
derstanding of human development 
and the use of various resources to 
foster the development of members 
in the family unit. Food and nutri-
tion, housing and furnishings, 
clothing and textiles are resources, 
as well as particular kinds of home 
activities that lead to the develop-
ment of family members. This is the 
theme of home economics. 
There is much new knowledge 
coming from the sciences and 
technology to help individuals or 
family members learn how to 
examine their needs and wants; and 
explore the range of resources avai 1-
able for meeting them. The concern 
for valid knowledge requires sorting 
these new understandings and ap-
propriately fitting them into the 
theme. The ultimate goal of all 
school ing is for students to learn 
how to use the best knowledge of 
their culture, such as that coming 
from home economics and other 
subject matter areas, as a means for 
taki ng intell igent action. 
Curriculum Source 
In working with prospective home 
economics teachers, the question 
eventually is raised, why should they 
have to know how to develop cur-
riculum. Are there not curriculum 
guides that they will follow; i.e., "a 
recipe book" so to speak? There are 
such guides; but teachers cannot 
follow them as a daily plan. There is 
no way to write one guide that is 
appropriate for every community in 
the state, let alone the nation. Cur-
riculum development must be com-
pleted at the local level to meet that 
community's classroom conditions. 
Therefore, policies stressing locali-
zation or development and im-
plementation within a specific set-
ting have the greatest chance of in-
fluencing classroom practices. 
Every gardener knows, however, 
that good gardening does not mean 
producing all the materials and tools 
used. It is a matter of selecting, from 
all the resources available, those 
items best suited to the conditions in 
the situation; and combining them 
to produce desired results. This is 
also true with curriculum develop-
ment. 
Classroom teachers do not have 
the time to develop a curriculum 
from the "ground up", as well as 
plan and guide instruction, evaluate 
student learning, and supervise co-
curricular activities. Each of the 
foregoing components can be a 
full-time job in itself. So what is the 
source of the tools and other re-
sources needed for developing cur-
riculum? 
There are state agencies that pro-
vide services and tools to help 
school district personnel. In Ne-
braska, cooperation is growing for 
curriculum development between 
home economics teachers, the State 
Department of Education, and col-
leges and university departments of 
home economics education. 
Each agency performs a unique 
role in curriculum development. The 
teachers know, and work directly 
with the ultimate learners. With the 
help of people from the community, 
the teacher assesses what pupils will 
need to help them live successfully 
in a complex world. 
The State Department of Educa-
tion personnel provide in-service 
work that helps teachers update their 
skills in developing curriculum. 
They also can provide resources, 
such as guides and references, useful 
in curriculum development; and 
funds to defray some of the costs in-
volved in curriculum development. 
The college and university per-
sonnel, through graduate and in-
service courses, help other agency 
members update their subject matter 
knowledge and knowledge of new 
developments in the field of educa-
tion. They also help in translating 
new findings from research into 
classroom practices. 
The benefits from this interagency 
cooperation can be illustrated with 
in-service curriculum workshops. In 
this particular kind of cooperation 
all participants profit. Teachers gain 
uninterrupted blocks of time to think 
about the best design for their school 
system; help, from dialogue, other 
teachers in like situations; the luxury 
of having all known reliable re-
sources in the teaching area at their 
finger tips. Teachers, also gain up-
dated knowledge and help in using 
curriculum development tools, pro-
cesses and criteria. They also ac-
quire knowledge on new develop-
ments and ways of thinking from re-
search in the subject matter area. 
State Education Department per-
sonnel gain new resources that can 
be redistributed to help others. Both 
the State Department of Education 
and college and university personnel 
gain information about particular 
problems faced by teachers in vari-
ous teaching situations. This is an 
invaluable aid in renewing under-
graduate and graduate teacher prep-
aration programs. Last, but not least, 
the school districts gain a revised 
curriculum tailored to their special 
needs. 
Once a long-range curriculum has 
been completed, teachers have a 
sense of the whole toward which 
they are working. This is vital to 
planning daily lessons so that not 
only each curriculum item is under-
stood, but the relationship between 
items is learned. Of course, certain 
amounts of change are always re-
quired to keep the curriculum cur-
rent and to adapt it for specific 
groups of learners. This is roughly 
equivalent to tinkering with the ma-
chinery to make it run better under 
certain conditions. This fact of 
school life-making changes while 
teaching-has led to the observation 
that education is the only business 
that repairs its airplanes at the same 
time it is flying them.D 
SHIRLEY KREUTZ is associate professor, educa-
tion and family resources, College of Home 
Economics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln. 
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NEW PROJECTS .... 
The following projects have been recently approved by 
the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station. For 
further information concerning these projects, contact 
the project investigators through the Institute of Ag-
riculture and Natural Resources, University of Ne-
braska, Lincoln. 
NEB 11-057-Energy Requirements of Agricultural 
Field Operations 
Investigators: J. D. Summers and K. L. von Bargen, Ag 
Engineering. The objective of this project is to evaluate 
and demonstrate potential energy savings through pro-
per selection, utilization and management of agricul-
tural tractors and tillage, planting and cultivation im-
plements. 
NEB 12-111-Morphology and Physiology of Selected 
Perennial Grasses 
Investigators: L. E. Moser, Agronomy and K. P. Vogel, 
AR/USDA. The objectives of this study are to develop 
and evaluate physiological and morphological sc-
reening techniques that can be used in breeding of 
improved cool and warm-season grasses; investigate 
the influence of environmental and physiological fac-
tors on perennial grass growth and development; and, 
investigate the effects of certain management practices, 
such as defol iation, ferti I ization and irrigation on for-
age crop physiology. 
NEB 12-114-Genetics, Biochemistry and Breeding of 
Forage Sorghum and Sudan grass 
Investigators: F. A. Haskins, Agronomy and H. J. Gorz, 
AR/USDA. The purpose of this project is to improve 
existing knowledge of the genetics and biochemistry of 
forage sorghum and sudangrass and to apply this 
knowledge in the development of superior lines, 
populations and cultivars of these crops. 
NEB 15-028-Biochemistry of Plant Disease 
Investigator: J. M. Daly, Biochemistry. The objectives 
of this project are to develop quantitative chemical 
measurements of host resistance or susceptibi I ity and 
of pathogen virulence or avirulence; examine 
biochemical changes in resistant or susceptible hosts at 
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early stages of disease development when genes for 
disease reactions are becoming operative; establish 
criteria for sorting chemical changes essential to spe-
cific disease reaction from those which are nonspecific 
wound or stress responses to infection; and, identify 
chem ical factors for pathogen vi rulence, such as to-
xins, and determine mode of action as prelude to un-
derstanding resistance. 
NEB 27-001-Climate Variability, Drought and Ag-
ricultural Productivity in Nebraska 
Investigators: D. A. Wilhite, Climatology and 
Meteorology and R. E. Neild, Horticulture. The objec-
tives of this project are to evaluate, and modify as ap-
propriate, available drought indices as measures of ag-
ricultural drought frequency, intensity and impact in 
Nebraska; determine geographical sensitivities of prin-
cipal crop and forage yields to weather variability; 
evaluate the effectiveness of governmental response to 
drought in Nebraska; assess the effects of changing 
cropping patterns (land use) on the sensitivity of Ne-
braska's agricultural system to drought; develop an 
early warning system for current season drought as-
sessment in Nebraska; and determine the feasibility of 
using remotely derived thermal data to identify and 
delineate rangeland areas under varying degrees of 
moisture stress. 
